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RESEARCH 
IN SERVICE LABORATORIES 

PROGRESS ON STUDIES IN UTILIZATION OF FISH -OIL 

DERIVATIVES IN ORE FLOTATION1} 

By S. R. B. Cooke* 

PREFATORy ABSTRACT 

THIS PAPER DESCRIBES THE FLOTATION PROCESS, THE MECHANISM OF COL LEC
TIO, AND THE FLOTATION OF IRON ORE WITH FISH-OIL DERIVATI VES AS COL LEC-
TORS . IT SUMMARIZES EXPERIMErHAL FINDINGS TO DATE AND OUTLINES FUTURE 
wORK. 

BACKGROUND 

It LOT TIOl T PROCESS: Flotation is a process of ore concentra t ion used to 
p rate a specIfic -mIneraI or group of minerals, called the concentrate, from an
h r mm ral or group of minerals, 

known as the gangue or tailing. To 
f t the separatlOn, operators use 

h 1 al reagents. These reagents 
ommonly divided into four 

oup known respectively, as col
fro h rs, activators, and 
n 10st reagents func-

ly as a member of only 
de 19nated groups. Oc

a reagent may function 
011 tor ·and a frother. 

FIG. 1 - PORTI ON OF FLOTATION RESEARCH LABORATORY 
~CHOOL OF MINES AND METALLURGY UNIVERSITY OF MI~tE -
SOTA . DR. I . IWASAKI IS INVESTIGATING THE I NTERFA -
CIAL PROPERTIES OF FERKIC OXIDE. 

E~S TY OF M INr~ESOTA , MINt.EAPOLIS, MINN. 

HE rACIFIC F SHERIES TECHNOLOGI STS' MEETING AT YAK I MA, 

REAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERI ES cor :RACT BY THE UNI
PROV IDEO BY P. L. 466, 83RD CONGRESS, S I GI ED 
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Frothers are reagents that, when added to the pulp in the presence of a gas 
phase, develop a reasonably stable foam or froth at the surface of the pUlp. This 
froth normally carries the hydrophobic mineral, and can be removed from the flota
tion system by overflow or by raking. Frothers not only permit the generation of 
very fine bubbles within the pulp, thereby increasing the probability of collision with 
hydrophobic minerals, but they also increase the total gas -liquid interfacial area at 
the surface of the pulp and so enhance enormously the capacity of the system for 
separating mineral. 

Activators are reagents that, upon being added to the system, induce flotation 
of a mineral which is not otherwise responsive to a given collector. 

Depressants are the inverse of activators, in that they specifically inhibit the 
flotation of minerals that otherwise would float in the presence of a given collector. 

High specificity of a reagent in its given function should result in a highly selec
tive flotation separation; that is, concentrate should be quantitatively separated from 
tailing. This is an ideal that rarely, if ever, is realized. Specificity, on a practical 
basis , may be approached by adjustment of many variables, some of which are listed 
below: 

(a) Level of reagent addition. 

(b) pH of the pulp. 

(c) Ratio of solids to liquid in the pulp. 

(d) Temperature and time of conditioning and of flotation. 

(e) Type of frothers, collectors , activators , and depressants employed. 

(f) Anions and cations naturally present in the liquid. 

(g) Type of aeration. 

Probably the most selective separations made today are those between the sul
phide minerals and gangue minerals such as oxides , carbonates, quartz, and sili
cates. These separations are effected by using certain sulphydryl collectors suchas 
the alkyl xanthates and the organic dithio-phosphates. Control of certain of thevar
iables listed may even permit successive flotation of individual sulphide minerals, 
such as galena , sphalerite , and pyrite , in that order. Because of the low unitcostof 
the sulphydryl collectors and their extraordinary effectiveness for sulphide- nonsul
phide mineral separations, it is unlikely that they will be displaced by other reagents. 

To date , separations of nonsulphide minerals , one from the other , are more 
difficult to effect. Various organic compounds have been proposed and utilized, both 
in the laboratory and in practice , as collectors for oxides, carbonates, silicates, and 
other minerals. Usually, such minerals have low unit value, and the high cost of 
some reasonably effective reagents automatically excludes them from use. Com
mercially, calcium phosphate is separated from quartz , fluorite from calcite and 
quartz, scheelite from associated silicates and quartz , baryte from silicates , and 
iron oxides (particularly hematite) from quartz. There are many other examples. 
In few cases, however, does the selectivity of the reagent employed equal that of the 
sulphydryl collectors for sulphide minerals. 

The practical separation of the nonsulphide minerals dates back to the Christen
sen patent (U. S. pat. 1,467,354) in which fatty acids and their soaps were propo cU 

as collectors. 'Since then, it has been shown that, with proper control of other fac
tors, the fatty acids and their soaps, alkyl sulphates and sulphonates, alkylamines, 
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. salts and pyridinium salts can be utilized to make reason-quaternaryammomum , 
ably effective separations. 

Of the foregoing substances, the fatty acid~ and their soaps are .the ch.eapest: 

Th f e P
rovided that they will work as deSIred, the flotatlOn engmeer IS pred1s-

ere or , . 11 b d th posed in their favor. The selection of the collector IS .norma y ase on e eco-
nom1CS of the situation. In the flotation of rhodochros~te (manganese carbonate), for 
example, cottonseed-oil foots is ~apon~fied .and ~sed d1~ectly as a colle.ctor .. In oth
er cases, the relatively inexpensIve ahphatIc aCIds denved fr~m tall 011 are m com
mon use. Fish-oil fatty acids and their soaps have be~n used m the past, but for 
reasons unknown to the writer, they are not currently m favor. 

It should be pointed out that, although the consumption of fatty acids in ore flo
ta IOn 1S small m terms of pounds per ton of crude rock (ranging from 0.5 to 2 .5 
pounds Del' ton), the over-all consumption in the United States is impressive. The 
cement industry uses about 1,000,000 pounds of fatty acid annually; fluorspar flota
hon, about 500,000 pounds; and baryte, over 600,000 pounds. Iron-ore treatment has 
lagged behind other ores in this respect, primarily because of the relatively high 
cost of reagents, but two Michigan mills are currently treating approximately 3 , 400 
tons of ore per day. The average annual consumption of crude oleic acid in these 
t",o plants is about 2,500,000 pounds. With the depletion of high-grade iron ores in 
hE' Lake Superior region, flotation is in the position of being a competitive means of 

concentration, and fatty acids and related materials will be used for this purpose. 
In V1ew of the great tonnages that are to be treated, the consumption of fatty acid 
.. 111 be very large. This fact explains the preoccupation with iron-ore flotation in 
th contract with the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The figures given above are 
onservatlve. Other ores use fatty acids in flotation, but the data regarding con

sumption are difficult to obtain. 

IECl!ANIS~ OF COLLECTION: As a result of a very considerable amount of 
fundamental research, the generalization may safely be made that all water-soluble 
ollectors are heteropolar in nature. When collection occurs, the polar grouping 

b comes attached to the s~rface of the mineral, and the nonpolar grouping then is 
rl nted. away from the mmeral. Because the nonpolar group in chemical collectors 

mvanablya hydrocarbon radical, this is analogous to "coating" the mineral with 
at r-repellent surface. Gas then may partly displace water at the surface, the 

11 tOI actmg as ~ bond betwee~ the gas and the mineral. How the polar group of 
11 tor IS attached to the mmeral surface still is disputed. If it is assumed 

U mmeral surface is the locus of ruptured bonds, and that for full cov erage 
MOno!ayer) one collector ion is required per ruptured bond, then it has 

onstra ed elsewhere that, for the ordinary sizes of minerals floated only 
) 10 percent full coverage is required. ' 

hamsm of collection of minerals by fatty acids is imperfectly under-
an quartz, a very common gangue mineral, is not collected by fatty acids 

a 10ns are absent f.rom the pUlp. At high pH, however, calcium ions 
d by quartz. These Ions then act as bonds between the quartz and the 

10n and the quartz becomes fl t bl U' . oa a e. smg thIS process the operator 
n ta llrvel . f1loatdquartz away from hematite, which is not colle~ted by the 

p mp oye . 

d b f to collection with fatty acid in the pH 
an may e loated away from clean quartz in the absence of 

d fl~t:t~~~ci It 1S not even clearly established whether the free acid 
f mm l~~t~o;~n, ~r combinations of any of these, or e v en all ;f 

coll tor. ectlOn. It seems most probably that the fattyacid 
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Some reagents may play dual roles in flotation. The fatty acids and their soaps 
illustrate this principle, for they commonly are employed as both collectors and 
frothers. Oleic acid is a weak frother at low pH . As the pH is increased, the froth 
increases in volume and changes markedly in size of bubble . Overfrothing is as un
desirable as underfrothing. In the former case, so much of the pulp proper may be 
occluded by the froth that selectivity is seriously impaired; in the latter, there is 
insufficient froth to remove the concentrate. Addition of a second frother (such as 
pine oil), in an effort to build up the froth , frequently results in complete destruc
tion of the froth at certain relative levels of fatty acid and of independent frother. 
This situation adds another variable to the already complex system. 

The saturated fatty acids and their soaps, from caprylic through stearic, are 
fairly effective collectors for hematite , the amount of reagent required for a given 
recovery decreasing with chain length . Satu:r:ated fatty acids with more than 18 car
bon atoms are relatively ineffective. On the other hand, oleic acid is an excellent 
collector for hematite, very much less being required for a given recovery than any 
acid mentioned above. Linoleic and linolenic acids , in the order given, are decreas
ingly effectiv e compared with oleic acid. 

Mixtures of oleic acid with saturated aliphatic acids seem to be more effective 
than their content of oleic acid would indicate. The reason for this is obscure. 

FLOTATION OF IRON ORE WITH FISH-OIL DERIVATIVES AS COLLECTORS: 
The purpose of thecontract with the U.s.FiShand Wildlife Service is to study the 
applicability of fish-oil fatty acids and of their derivatives to the selective flotation 
of nonsulphide ores and mineral aggregates , with the purpose of ascertaining if such 
reagents are technologically competitive with fatty acids derived from other sources. 
Because of the local availability of iron ores and the writer's familiarity with their 
flotation , such ores were chosen for the initial portion of the investigation. 

Preliminary work was carried out on a specular ite ore similar to material 
currently being concentrated commercially by fatty acid flotation in Michigan . Most 
of the investigation has been confined , however, to a close study of the response of 
a Mesabi wash-ore tailing to various aliphatic acids. Oleic acid was used as a con
trol and was of different degrees of purity, ranging from Eastman oleic acid (ap
proximately 93 percent oleic acid) to pure oleic acid (99+ percent) furnished by the 
Hormel Institute . The acids investigated were various bulk unsaturated fatty acids 
derived from fish oils in laboratories of the University of Minnesota, a long series 
of unsaturated fatty acids separated from tuna and menhaden fish oils by the Hor
mel Institute under the direction of Dr. W. O. Lundberg, and a number of other fatty 
acids the behavior of which, as collectors for hematite, required investigation. 

The Mesabi wash-ore tailing consisted of a mixture of hematite, goethite , mag
netite , and relatively clean quartz. It was known to respond equally well to anionic 
(fatty acid) flotation and to cationic (alkylamine salt) flotation. It required very lit
tle grinding and very little scrubbing to remove superficial iron oxides from the 
quartz. By selecting this particular ore, we were able to reduce, if not to eliminate 
entirely, the effect of extraneous variables such as slime content, alkali-earth metal 
content, variation in hematite-geothite-magnetite ratio, and the effect of superficial 
iron oxide coating on the quartz. These are factors that change from ore to ore , and 
the elucidation of their effects on even a few types of material would tax much more 
extensive facilities than happen to be available here . 

Primary slimes consist of near-colloidal or colloidal material released from 
ore during grinding , and are differentiated from secondary slimes in that the last
mentioned are a direct product of the comminuted minerals. Primary slimes are 
frequently a source of trouble in flotation, perhaps more so with iron ores than with 
others. 
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O ast experience which agrees with results obtained in other research ur own p , " t " , 
laboratories, indicates that conventional flotahon o~ iron ores c~n ammg pnmary 
slimes is a virtual impossibility because of exceSSlVe consumptIOn ~f r ,eagent by 
slimes and because selectivity is very low, This is true whethe,r anIOniC collectors 
(generally fatty acids) or cationic collectors (generally alkylamm~ salts) are, used, 
In the current investigation, a number of tests have been made usmg fatty aCid col
lection on ores from which the orimary slimes have not been removed, At room 
temperature, in no case was seiectivity obtained b,etween the ir?n ,minerals and the 
gangue; recoveries were invariably 10":'; and ,fro~hmg cha~a~tensh.cs w~re extreme
ly poor. For this reason, the current investigation was limited pnmanly to that 
fraction of the iron ores coarser than 20 microns. 

Impure mixtures of fatty acids have been used in mineral flotation fO.r man.y 
years, particularly crude oleic acid. There is a remarkable lack of published mfor
mation, however, regarding the effects of even th~ most significant variables upon 
fatty acid flotation. Apparently , few if any systematic investigations have been made 
concerning (1) the behavior of pure or relatively pure fatty acids as collectors and 
frothers, (2) the effect of isomeric differences in structure upon function of the col
lecting agents, (3) the optimum pulp pH for specific mineral separations, or (4) the 
effect of elevated temperature upon efficiency of flotation. During the progress of 
the investigation, it has been found necessary to depart at times from the routine of 
scheduled testing to elucidate, if only in a most preliminary way, the effects of some 
of the variables listed above. These departures have served to improve our under
standing of the mechanisms involved in fatty acid flotation and to give us a better un
derstanding of the application of fish-oil fatty acids to flotation. 

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS 

As reported in an· earlier article '(Cooke and Stansby 1957), an empirical rela
tionship exists between the iodine value of a number of fatty acids and the corre
sponding selectivity indices for an iron ore wash tailing, using 0 .5 pound of collec
tor per ton of ore, a pH of 6, and floating at room temperature . All of the unsatu
rated acids prepared by the Hormel Institute from menhaden and tuna oils and a 
number of othe7' aC.ids have been tested under similar conditions; the relationship is 
of general applicatlOn. Maximum selectivity index occurs between pH 6 and 7 for all 
except one or two nonfish-oil acids. 

The unsatisfactory results. g~ven by acids. with iodine values greater than about 
115 were ~nexpected and are d.iffiCUlt ~o explam on the basis of present information. 
Beca.use highly unsaturated aCids are important constituents of fish- oil fatty acids, 
considerable .thou~ht has been given to this problem , and some short-term experi
me~tal wo~k i~ bemg ~one to confirm or disprove a number of theories regarding 
their functIOn m flotatIOn. 

Frothability, .froth stability, bubble size, and wetness of froth differ with the de
gree 0: ~ns~turatlOn of the fatty acid. All of these factors markedly influence the 
selectiVity mdex, but not always det7'imentally. For optimum flotation, there must 
be a proper balance between collectmg and frothing. 

Synthetic .mixtures of stearic, oleic, linoleic, and linolenic acids with iodine 
values a ve ragmg about 105, have been used for flotation at 0 5 d ' t f 
pH 6, and room temperature. It is significant that mixt . pou.n. per on 0 ore, 
certain proportion of either linoleic or l ' . . .ures contamm~ ~ore than a 
cessive froths. molemc aCid give poor selectiVity and ex-

Spot flotation tests have been made h ' 
One-half pound of pure oleic acid per to~~t sc eelite ore containing 1 percent W03 · 
ery. The same quantity of bulk menhad f ~re g~ve a poor froth and a low recov
cessive froth. DecreaSing the level of :~d'~' y a~idh (LV: = 217) at pH 10 gave ex-

1 IOn 0 t e aCid to 0 .2 5 pound per ton of 
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ore and floating at pH 9 gave good frothing characteristics and good notation of the 
scheelite. In the case of iron ore, decrease in the level of addition of unsaturated fatt ' 
acid from 0.5 pound through 0.25 pound to 0.125 pound per ton of ore decreased the frot h 
volume, gave a higher selectivity between the iron oxides and the quartz, but lowered 
the selectivity index owing to a sharp decrease in the weight of concentrate. 

A general conclusion to be drawn from the work to date is that, at room tem
perature, the highly unsaturated fatty acids are potent frothers , and when present 
in moderate concentration in a mixture of fish-oil acids, they necessarily contri
bute to the excellence of a separation. The over-all effect of excessive concentra
tion of such acids is detrimental. This statement should not be taken to mean that 
fish-oil fatty acids are precluded as flotation reagents, for in any use of fish oils 
for other purposes in which the highly unsaturated acids are required, the fatty 
acids of intermediate value would remain, and could be used for flotation. 

Attention was directed earlier in this article to a number of variables that con
trol selectivity of separation- -among them temperature of conditioning and flotation. 
The work reported above was conducted at room temperature, but a few spot tests 
were made on iron ore, using 0.5 pound of oleic acid and of the relatively saturated 
fraction (1. V. = 116) of a menhaden oil bulk fatty acid. The results were so excel
lent that similar tests were made using linoleic and linolenic acids, and several of 
the fish-oil fatty acids with iodine values greater than 190 and which are listed on 
figure 4 of the report by Cooke and Stansby (1957) . 

Analyses of the products are not yet available, but the weights and remarkable 
cleanness of the products indicate extremely effective separations. Froths, with a 
given acid, are markedly different at elevated temperatures from those obtained at 
room temperature; flotation rates are greatly enhanced; and slime interference is 
reduced. Results to date indicate, for acids lying on or near the right-hand portion 
of the curve of figure 4 of the reference already cited, that elevated flotation tem
perature brings their performance close t.) that of oleic acid at the same tempera
ture and gives results that are greatly superior to that of oleic acid at 250 C. 

Although the economics of high-temperature flotation has not been investigated, 
it is known that one industrial plant is competitively floating fluorite using steam 
injection. As far as the flotation of iron ore is concerned, our work has opened a 
new and promising field of investigation, not only with regard to utilization of highly 
unsaturated acids, but also with respect to excellence of the separation ~ se. 

An unexpected result of an investigation of a number of pure fatty acids is that the 
trans-isomers are more effective collectors than are the corresponding cis-isomers . 

FUTURE WORK 

Spot tests, using bulk fatty acids derived from fish oils, and the more promising of 
the urwaturated members isolated by the Hormel Institute, are being made on sc heelite 
and hubnerite (tungsten) ores. Arrangements were made for a shipment of fluorite sink
and-float tailings, and work will be extended to this material. In view of the genera l ex
cellence of the results obtained by flotation of iron ore at elevated temperatures with 
most of the fish-oil fatty acids, some isolated tests will also be made with these o ther 
ores at 500 C. or higher. 

Certain fatty acids substituted in the double bond will be available from the 
Hormel Institute and will be used for similar tests. 
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DEVELOPMENT OF OBJECTIVE TESTS FOR QUALITY 
1/ 

OF FRESH, FROZEN, AND PROCESSED FISH 

(Nontech nice I Su mme ry) 

The purpose of the research study was to develop o.bjectiv ch mical or phys
ical tests by which the quality of fresh and frozen raw £Ishery fGod products co~ld 
be determined. A suitable test would directly indicate the qualIty level of the flsh
ery food product at the time tested and possibly provide a means of stimating the 
keeping quality of the product during subsequent iced .or frozen st?rage: For such 
a test to be practical it must be reliable, simple, rapId, and relatlvely IneXpensIve. 

The primary and most important value of the test would lie in its use as an aid 
to marketing throughout the distribution chain. The buyer and sell r would know 
exactly the quality of the product involved in each transaction. Sp cific method s of 
application would be: (1) evaluation of the quality of fish landed at thc' dock (this 
would serve as a basis for sales between fishermen and packers); (2) valuation of 
the quality of the manufactured or processed product (this would serve as a basis 
for sales between packer and broker, and it would also provide a basis for deter
mining the market range and storage time for the particular product); and (3) as 
an objective measurement of quality it would serve as a legal basis in any cou rt ac
tion and in State and Federal inspection and standardization programs at any stage 
in the distribution chain. 

On June 1, 1955, a one-year contract was awarded to the Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology by the D. S. Fish and Wildlife Service to study the problem . The 
contract was renewed the second year to provide more complete data and to inves
tigate additional approaches to the problem. 

Iced fish spoil as a result of action of the bacteria present on the fi sh and from 
the enzymes normally present in the fish meat. This action results in the produc
t~on of many deg:adation products. As these products begin to accumulate in the 
£Ish meat, undeSIrable odors and flavors are noted which in turn adversely affect 
the palatability or quality of the product. 

Except for wate.r, I?rotein is. the major component of most fishery products . 
The pattern. for the spoIlage of £Ish may usually be closely related to the production 
of degradatlOn p~oducts .from ~he protein fraction of fish. Realizing this the MIT 
researchers decIded to mvestIgate the degradation products of fish -meat protein 
as a means 0: developin~ an ~bjective test for the quality of the fish. The problem, 
then, .was to Isolate and IdentIfy the ~arious protein degradation products and to de
termme whethe.r or ~ot .the progresslVe accumulation of these products in the fish 
:neat ",-,ould relIably mdlcate the quality of the fish at any given time. For compar-
1son WIth the p:oposed objective tests, the actual quality of the fish was determined 
by use of a tramed taste panel. 

Another a?-gle- -the p.hysical change- -was also considered by the researchers. 
When d~gradahon of protem occu:s, certain changes develop in the physical condition 
of the fISh. Some of the more ObVIOUS changes include (1) softe . d 1 t f 
stringiness of the meat, (2) clouding of the eyes and (3) dulling n;~~ or leve opr:: en Of 
the meat. Development of a phYSical objectiv~ test then woufd' e ~o or or s ~f~n 0 

tion of the physical changes that take place developi ~g a method tlnVo VIe atc aSSI l c a
d
-

. h . h . ' 0 eva ua e o r recor 
progresslVe c anges m t e phYSIcal characteristics and then 1 t· th h 
to the progressive change in quality of the fishery pr~duct. re a mg ese c anges 
lITHIS RESEARCH CONOUCTED BY THE MASSACHUSETTS INS 

BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES UNITED STATES FTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY UNDER A CONTRACT WITH THE 
BY THE SALTONSTALL-KENNEDY ACT'OF 1954. ISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE . FUNDS WERE PROVIDED 

NOTE: ORIGINAL TECHNICAL MANUSCRIPT WRITTEN BY THE R 
NICKERSON, T. FAZZINA, L. RONSIVALLI AND K AM NO ESEARCH INVESTIGATORS: B. E. PROCTOR, J.T.R. 
SETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.A OF THE FOOD TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT, MASSACHU-
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Degradation products of fish protein and compounds involved in biochemical 
reactions that were tested included piperidine, histamine, trimethylamine, creati
nine, carbonyls, and amino acids. One or more tests were developed and applied to 
measure the amount of each of these products in the fish meat. Biochemical tests 
included measurement of the oxidation -reduction electrical potential of the fish 
meat and of the rheological (rheology is the science of flow dealing with the defor
mation of matter under certain specific conditions of stress) response of the tissue, 
such as measurement of the plasticity of the fish meat slurries. Physical tests in
cluded studies on changes in the tenderness of the meat, and in the viscosity and re
fractive index (light-bending properties) of the eye fluids of fish as spoilage pro
gressed. 

Of all the chemical, biochemical, and physical tests tried only one showed real 
promise. This was the physical test based on the refractive index of the eye fluids 
of the fish (haddock). When the various tests were first considered for the deter
mination of the quality of fresh raw fish, it was concluded that any such test must 
be made on that portion of the fish which would not be subject to factors that would 
alter the reliability of the test. For example, use of certain chemical ices might 
affect the sheen or color of the skin but the resulting change taking place might not 
have any bearing on the condition of the fish. The eye fluids, since they were pro
tected by the eyeball, would seem to meet such a requirement. 

Visual observations of the eye fluids of the fish revealed that the fluid was 
crystal clear during the first few days the fish were held in ice. During continued 
storage the eye fluids became yellow and the intensity of the color increased with 
storage. After a certain point in storage, blood is liberated in the eye fluids and 
the yellow color is masked with a red color. 

Although the changes in the eye fluids can be obs e rved visually, this method 
does not provide a reliable basis of measuring and s t andardizing the changes which 
take place. A mechanical means of m e asuring such changes is necessary. Two 
methods were considered: (1) optical density and (2 ) refractive index of the eye 
fluids. Optical density refers to the relative transmittance of light and is measured 
with a colorimeter; refractive index refers to light-bending properties and is m eas
ured with a refractometer. When it was found that optical-density measure ment s 
did not give as promising results as the refractive index, stress was laid on the 
latter method. 

The refractive index is a relatively simple test for a tra ined t e chnician. Qual 
ified laymen can be readily trained within a short per iod. The test is conduct ed as 
follows: The fluid of the eyes of several 
fish are collected. The fluid is trans
ferred to a centrifuge to clarify the mix 
ture, then filtered to remove and discard 
a gel-like component. Two to three drops 
of the clarified eye fluid is used to meas
ure the refractive index in an Abbe re
fractometer. 

Practical tests were run on board a 
commercial trawler on fish just after 
catching and followed through nine days 
of storage on ice. A typical "refractive 
index-storage time of fish" relationship 
for haddock s tored in ic e aboard a fish
ing vessel is shown in the table . 

Time of C aptu re Refractive 
of Haddock Index of 

(Fish He ld in Ice) Eye Fluids'!'/ 

o hours 1. 3347 
3 hours 1. 3347 
1 day 1. 3352 
3 days 1. 3355 
5 days 1. 3365 
7 d ays 1. 3369 
9 da;ys 1. 33 80 

lIREFRACTIVE INDICES AR E VERY PREC ISE MEASUR-I 
ME NTS . VAR IATIONS IN THE TH IRD PLACE BE-
YOND TH E DECIMA L INDICATE SIGN I FICANT 
CHANG ES IN THE REFRACTIV E I ND EX. I 

As was pointed out in the first paragraph of this report, any objective te st to be 
practical must be reliable, simple and easy to carry out, and relatively inexpensive. 

The authors concluded from their data that the refractive ind ex of the eye fluids 
correlated with the time of storage and th e quality (as determined by a t aste pane l) 
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of haddock stored in ice or at refrigerator (abov fr '('zing) conditions. This on
elusion on the reliability of the test is based on laboratory-s ,ll' xp'rimpnts. 

The test is rather simple and easy to carry out. It rcquin's r 'add avail;d)lr' 
basiclaboratoryequipmentsuchasanAbberefraciom tcr, ar.en T'Ifug ,tlndmlS((;lla
neous glassware. A qualified layman could be quickly trained to ( nrry out th' (·st. One 
single test could be made in about 20minutes, Th t stl ndBlts If a"ma-ss-produ. ion" 
methods so that perhaps a half dozen or more tests could b(' run concurr 'f1 ly. 

The test is relatively inexpensive, The major equipmellt rr quir d r' h rf;

fractometer and centrifuge. Major and minor quipm nt costs would prob bly no 
involve more than $500. 

It must be remembered, however, that the reliability (.If h t '8t w 
laboratory-scale experiments. One more step in tlw stuely 16 r 'quir( d hr 
test can be considered commercially practical. This im olv ,n' pph tlO 1 to com-
mercial, dockside, and in-plant operations over a perio I of at 1 as on' full 'on m
uous year. It's a well-known fact that reliable r sults found in th' Iaborn 01" 01' n 
pilot plant do not always work out on a practical baSIS und I' comm l'c1nl ( ndi Ion 
of operation. This final commercial test would provid( U follo .... mg informa lOn: 

(1) Reliability of the test for fish caught In diff I' nt nr a , 

(2) Reliability of the test for fish caught dunng d1ff'r n 

(3) Reliability of the test for different sp "ci 'S of fish, nd 

(4) Cost of the test on a unit-test basis. 

sons f th ' y ar, 
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TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 42 - KEEPING QUALITY AND RAT E OF FREEZING 

OF COOKED DEEP-SEA LOBSTER MEAT FROZEN IN CANS 

By John A. Peters~" and Jos ph \\. Slavm** 

ABSTRACT 

REPORTS ON A SMAll-SCALE TEST CO 

(
IN CANS UNDER DIFFERENT CO~DITIONS AN~D~~~ED WITH COOKED LOBSTER MEAT PACKED 
1) EFFECT OF (A) THE AMOUNT OF VACUUM ZEN. INFORMAl I ON WAS ObTAI~ED ON : 

T(HE CANNED SAMPLE, AND (C) STORAGE TEMP~~ THE CAN, (B) ADDITION OF BRINE TO 
2) RATE OF FREEZING OF CANNED LOBSTER MATURE ON KEEPING QUALIIY; A~D 

EAT I N A BLAST FREEZER . 
------

BACKGROUND 

A large quantity of deep-sea lobsters w f' . 
off the coast of New England by the USB ere Ished 1n the Georges Banks area 
tory fishing trawler Delaware durin 'th' ur:au of Commercial Fisheries explora 
finding of these lobsters has led to t1 ; SP~lng of 1955 (Anonymous 1955). T h e 
several commercial fishing vessels a~ eve opment of a new lobster fishery in which 

e now engaged. 
The deep-sea lobster is ofthe same s eci 

e~ lobster found inshore along the coast ~f N:~ (Homarus americanus) a s the small-
CHEMIST { FISHERY 1 England. However the s i z e o f t h e 

ECHNOlOGICAL LABORATORY 
**REFRIGERATION ENGINEER BUREAU OF COMMERCIAL FISHERIES U EAST BOSTON, MASS. ' . S. FISH AND WilDliFE SERVICE , 
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deep-sea lobsters 
(5 to 15 pounds) lim
its their sale in the 
retail live lobster 
market, which han
dIes principally i-
to 2 -pound lobsters. 
Attention therefore 
is being given to 
other methods of 
marketing them. 

Modern low
temperature refrig
eration facilities in 
the frozen -food dis
tribution chain of to
day make possible 
the freezing and dis
tribution t o inland 
cities of millions of 
pounds of frozen fish
ery products each year. 
A successful method 
of preserving lobsters 
by suitabl e refrigera
tion techniques there
fore would be of val
ue, since it would 
provide a greater mar
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Hold lobs ters m 
live wells on fishing vessel 

I 
Hold lobster s in I live wells at shore plant 

I Cook lobster I 

I 
Pick meat from lobsters I 

Pack meat in 7 Pack meat in Pack meat in Pack meat in 
cans at 27 ind'tes 14 cans at 27 14 cans at 14 14 cans at 0 

of vacuum (m brine) inches of vacuwn inc:hes of vacuum inches of vacuum 

Blast freeze I Blast freeze I Blast freeze I Blast freeze 

I 

Store SUlre 7 Store 7 Store 7 Store 7 Store 7 Store 7 
at -20" F. 5alI1>les samples samples samples samples s~~ 

at - 20" F. at 0° F. at -200 F. at 0° F. at .200 F. at 0 F. 

I I I J I I I 
Examine Examine Examine Exanine Examine Examine Examine 
organa- orgaoo· organa- organa- organ<>- organ<>- organa-
lept:ic- leptic- lept:ic- ieptic- leptic- ieptic- leptic-

ally ally allY ally ally ally allY 
over a over a over a ove.r a over a over a over a 
period perlOd period period period period period 
of time of time of time of time oft1me of time of time 

FIG. 1 - FLOW DIAGRAM SHOWING TREATMENT, PACKAGING, AND STORING OF 
LOBSTLR MEAT. 

I 

ket for the lobster meat. Accordingly, studies have been started at the Bureau's 
F i shery Technological Laboratory at East Boston, Mass., on the freezing and stor
ing of deep-sea lobsters (Peters and Slavin 1956). 

Stansby (l955) has reported that cans, being impervious to the transmission of 
moisture and oxygen, make an ideal package for frozen fishery products. Cans have 

FIG. 2 - COOKING LOBSTERS IN BOILING SEA WATER . 

not been used extensively as 
a package for frozen lobster 
meat; therefore, informa
tion on the effect of (l) var
ious levels of vacuum in 
the can, (2) different stor
age temperatures, and 
(3) the addition of brine is 
necessary in order to fur
nish data that will enable 
processors to produce a 
high-quality frozen-canned 
product at minimum cost. 

Blast freezers provide 
rapid freezing and are com
monly used in the fishing 
industry (Butler, Slavin, 
Patashnik, and Sanford 
1956). Data on the freezing 
rates of lobster meat pack
ed in cans consequently 

would be useful to plant operators contemplating the freezing of lobster meat in existing 
blast freezers and to engineers designing new equipment for freezing this product. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

1 t· examinations of the lobKEEPING QUALITY: The results ~f the organo ep IC 
ster meat by the taste panel are shown In table 1. 

. for the various samples for significan e of 
Analysis of the numencal scores there was a significant pr.f renc 

averages (Harrison and Elder 1950) shows that for the fresh control sample over 
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all the frozen samples xcept the 
sample packed under '27 inchss 
of vacuum, and stor d at -20 F. 
Although the sample packed un
der 27 inches of va uum and 
stored at -20

0 
F. was preferred 

·over all other frozen sampl s, 
the differenc between this sam
pie and the one packed under 14 
inciOes of vacuum an~ s~ored at. 
-20 F. was not statIstIcally SIg
nificant. There was a Iso an in
dicati<2p that all samples star d 
at -20 F. w r Bref rred to 
those stored at 0 F. 0 con-
sistent preference could be re
lated to the vacuum in the can. 
Also, the cans of lobster meat 
that were filled with a brine con
taining 2.5 -percent salt, packed 
under 27 inches of vacuu~, and 

L __________ --.:T..::.IM_E_I_M_in_u'_eB_l ________ ...J frozen and s to red at -20 F. did 
FIG. 4 - FREEZING RATE OF LOBSTER MEAT PACKED IN A 

NO.2 CAN. 
not appear to be of better quality 
then were the samples without 

brine that otherwise were packed under the same conditions. 

The negligible effect of the vacuum in the cans on the keeping quality indicates 
that frozen lobster meat might be suitably protected if packaged in a consumer
size package, over~.rapped with a moisture-vapor-proof material, and stored at a 
temperature of -20 F. It is possible, however, that a longer period of storage 
would have shown differences that did not develop in the short period covered by 
these tests. 

FREEZING RATE: The freezing curve for 1 pound of lobsted' meat pac~ed in a 
No. 2 can and frozen in an air blast having a temperature of -10 F. to -35 F. 
and a velocity of 1,500 feet per minute over the cans is depicted in figure 4. It can 
be seen from this curve that abolbt 50 minutes were required to cool the meat to its 
freezing temperature of a-bout 28 F.; 25 minutes more to freeze t:tr meat; 10 min
utes more to cool it to 0 F.; and 15 minutes more to cool it to -20 F. In all, 85 
minutes were required to coolothe cannedolobster meat from 45 0 F. to 00 F., and 
100 minutes to cool it from 45 F. to -20 F. 

SUMMARY 

The discovery of large quantities of deep-sea lobsters off the ('oast of New Eng 
land by the Bureau's trawler Delaware has led to the development of a new lobster 
fishery. Because of the large size of the deep-sea lobsters (5 to 15 pounds), how
ever, the market for them in the live condition is somewhat limited. Since a suc
cessful method of preservi~g these lobsters by refrigeration would greatly extend 
the market for them, the FIshery Technological Laboratory in East Boston has 
started studies on the freezing and storage of them. 
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The present paper reports on a small-scale preliminary test conducted with 
cooked lobster meat frozen in cans to determine (1) the effect of (a) the amount of 
vacuum in the can, (b) the storage temperature, and (c) the addition of brine and 
(2) the rate of freezing of the canned lobster in a blast freezer. The findings were 
as follows: 

1. Cooked lobster meat stored" in cans for 18 weeks at -20
0 

F. kept 
well and was apparently of better quabity than was cooked lobster meat 
stored in cans for the same time at 0 F. The amount of vacuum in the 
can did not appear to affect the keeping quality appreciably. Samples of 
cooked lobster meat containing 2.5 -percent salt bbine, packed at 27 inches 
of vacuum, frozen, and stored for 18 weeks at -20 F. were at about the 
same level of quality as those not containing brine, but otherwise packed 
under the same conditions. 

2. With lobster meat packed 1 pound per No. 2 ca-n, 100 minutes 
was required to cool the cooked me~t from 45

0 
to -20 F. in an air blast 

having a temperature of -100 to -35 F. and a velocity of 1.500 feet per 
minute over the cans. 
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TESTS ON STORAGE OF FROZEN SHRIMP SHOW THAT 

PROPER PACKAGING uPAYS OFF" 

Frozen shrimp must be adequately protected, through the use of packaging or 
glazing techniques, or both, in order to minimize quality changes during frozen 
storage and marketing. Many investigators have found that poorly-packaged coon:
mercial samples of shrimp deteriorate rapidly during normalfrozen storage at 0 F. 

Information on the storage life of frozen shrimp afforded maximum protection 
through commercial packaging and glazing techniques would enable industry to take 
advantage of glut periods, level off production costs, and still market a high -quality 
product. 

Realizing this, the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Technological Laboratory 
at East Boston, Mass., is conducting studies to determine the frozen storage life of 
peeled and deveined and raw headless shrimp. These samples of shrimp were 
either (1) frozen individually, glazed and packaged in a 2i-pound carton, which was 
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overwrapped with micro-crystalline waxed paper or (2) packed W(~t into a 2 ~ - pound 
carton, the carton overwrapped as above, and the shrimp froz n in the! form of a 
block. 

After six months of frozen storage at temperatur s of 0° to _5 ° F., all samples 
are reported to be of very good to excellent quality. Th se t sts ar ' continuing. 

Table 1 - Summary of Taste-PanelScores on Frozen Shrimp Stored at 0° to -So F. 

Description of Samples Product Score 1..1 
of Months of Stora~e_at 0 to -5 F. 

Frozen Shrimp 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Peeled, deveined, block 8.7 8.6 8.7 8.6 7.8 7 . 7 
frozen (packed wet) ............... . .. 

--1 Peeled, deveined, indi- .-
vidually frozen (glazed) ............... 8.7 8.4 8.7 8. 1 8.0 8.0 

Headed, not -peeled, block- - - - -
frozen (packed wet) .................. 8.8 8.7 8.7 B.6 8.3 8.3 

Headed, not peeled, indi- -'- - -
vidually frozen (glazed) •............. 8.6 8.6 8.5 8.4 8. 1 8.1 III PRODUCT SCORE WAS THE AVERAGE VALUE FOR ODOR, FLAVUK, APPEAKANCl, AND H:XTURE )F IHE (.)()I<.ED 

PRODUCT AS RATED BY THE TASTE PANEL. THE TASTE PANEL CONSISTED Of 8 TO 10 PEOPLE . SCORE 
BASED ON NINE-pOINT SYSTEM OF: 9, EXCELLENT; 8, VERY GOOD; 7, GOOD, 6 , fAIR; ~, BORDERLI E; 
4, SLIGHTLY POOR; 3, pOOR; 2, VERY pOOR; AND 1, INEDIBLE. 

Results of periodic examinations of the stored frozen shnmp ar > shown in 
table 1. 

--BY J. A. PETERS, C.HEMIST, A 0 
D. T. MC LANE , LABORATORY AIDE 

FISHfRY TECHNOLOGICAL LABORATORY 
U. S. 6uR~A~ OF COMMERCIAL fiSt ERIES 
EAST BOSTON, MA<~. ' 

HOW MANY DIFFERENT SPECIES 
OF FISHES IN THE WORLD? 

According to the Curator of Fishes S· . 
tion there are 40 000' ' mlthsoruan Institu-

, , specles and subspecies f f' h . 
entire world. The tropical Indo-Pa . . . O. lS m the 
from the head of the Red Sea to EaClllC regIon, ~hlCh extends 
to be the richest in number of . ster I~land, 1 s considered 
9,000 species. specles of flSh. containing over 


